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Read all directions and cautions on the label prior to using. Consult 
the MSDS for recommended personal protection equipment.

Highly Concentrated 
Shampoo 

Multiple Applications

Contains Dupont 
Zonyl® Soil & Stain 

Protector

Color:                           Clear
Odor:                            Pleasantly Fresh
Base:                             Biodegradable   
   detergents
pH:                                8.0 + 0.5
Viscosity:                      Water thin
Foam:                           High
Phosphate:                    None
Rinsability:                    Excellent
Flash Point (TCC):   > 200˚F
Storage/Stability:                 1 year
Weight Per Gallon:  8.45 lbs.
Freeze/Thaw Stability:         Keep from freezing

Conventional cleaning methods begin to remove 
the stain protection from carpet fibers after 2 to 3 
cleanings. Automatic Shampoo contains DuPont 
Zonyl® Soil and Stain Protector that enhances stain 
resistance while cleaning the carpet in one labor-
saving step.

Team Pleascent Clean
This product is one of several that feature the exclusive 
“Pleascent Scent” fragrance. The pros know that when 
you select multiple products with a common fragrance 
you are insuring that your facility will give a positive 
impression. Insist on Team Pleascent Clean cleaners 
and odor counteractants for your carpets, hard surfaces 
and restrooms.

High-sudsing, soap-free, dry foam shampoo penetrates and 
removes heavy soil.   Formulated for use with rotary and foam 
machines.  Can also be used to shampoo upholstery.  Hard water 
tolerant and leaves no sticky residue.  Low moisture foam helps 
speed drying.   Soil retardant additive enhances stain resistance. 
Pleascent Scent fragrance.

For Rugs and Carpet: Vacuum carpet thoroughly. Pre-test carpet 
for colorfastness in an out-of-sight area. Spot clean or pretreat 
heavily soiled areas with your favorite SSS prespray according 
to label directions.
Rotary Machine Shampooing:  Dilute 1:16 (8 oz. per gallon of 
water).
Dry Foam Shampooing:  Dilute 1:8 (16 oz. per gallon of water).   
Work the rotary shampoo machine in overlapping circles with the 
solution feed on.  Turn off the solution feed and work back over the 
area a second time.  When using a shampoo machine, operate 
it in a back and forth motion to ensure even coverage. Avoid 
overwetting the carpet. 
After shampooing, use a wet vacuum to pick up soil and foam, 
vacuum carpet when dry.  Or, extract with SSS Carpet Rinse Plus 
according to label directions.  Add SSS Defoamer to the recovery 
tank as necessary.   Set the carpet pile and protect the carpet 
from furniture legs and bases while drying.  Allow to dry thoroughly 
before opening to traffic.  
For Upholstery Cleaning: Dilute 1:8 (16 ounces per gallon of 
water).    Pre-test for colorfastness in an out-of-sight area.  Mix 16 
ounces per gallon of warm water in a bucket.  Agitate the shampoo 
into a thick rich foam.  Apply only the foam to the fabric with a 
clean, white cloth or upholstery brush.  Avoid overwetting.  After 
drying, vacuum.


